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Abstract: Trafficking of rhinoceros (rhino) horn threatens the persistence of two species living in Kruger National Park. Anti-poaching initiatives form part of an integrated approach adopted by South Africa. Several scholars see these initiatives as green militarization when authorities put people in readiness and assemble equipment, funding or approaches for war to deal with environmental emergencies. The militarization of rhino protection receives critique from several scholars and focuses on 1) ranger functions shifting more to law enforcement that are 2) increasingly militarized which 3) increases alienation of people living next to protected areas. We highlight that law enforcement was always a key element of ranger functions and that it is increasing. We illustrate militarization of rangers in Kruger, a responsible response given the changing global social context. We challenge, however, the hypothesis that militarization further alienates neighbours. The present qualitative narrative-based social science approaches introduce uncertainties that make it hard to evaluate the hypothesis. Complimentary formal hypothesis-based approaches may overcome these uncertainties. In addition, we postulate that improving protection of wildlife may carry crime reduction footprints into areas abutting reserves that can be beneficial to people living next to protected areas.

Introduction

Wildlife trafficking is a primary threat to the persistence of several species worldwide.¹ Drivers of trafficking wildlife products associate with long histories of trade, inelastic demand for products often at distant markets, high profit potential, unclear wildlife property rights, human-wildlife conflict disincentives and inadequate law enforcement.² Poaching is the active killing or capturing of individuals of a species and the start of the trafficking supply chain. The drastic escalation of poaching often links with economic growth in primary consumer countries.³ The first type of response to curb the consequences of wildlife trafficking requires broad-scale law enforcement across a local to cooperative international scale.⁴ Authorities, however, do recognize that the multitude of drivers of poaching storms require integrated responses with a whole of government approach needing several functions to work together.⁵ Responses to threats of poaching for horn to the persistence of rhinoceroses (rhino) species in South Africa reflect integrated interventions. South Africa implements a strategic response of interventions embedded in national and international coordination.⁶ Compulsory anti-poaching interventions rely on traditional perimeter and area protection tactics complimented by zone-, technology- and intelligence-led approaches. Biological management seeks to maximize the growth of rhino populations through skewing sex ratios
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towards cows and establishing several new populations in safer areas where births are not constrained by environmental factors or high rhinoceros densities. Biological management was and remains the backbone of rhino recovery in South Africa.7

Apart from the two traditional responses, South African authorities also pursue long-term sustainability interventions through trade options of various commodities associated with rhinos at local and international scales (although international trade in rhino horn is prohibited at present), while advocating demand management interventions in end-user countries.8 Game-changing interventions, however, focus on dealing with some of the causes of poaching such as inadequate law enforcement.9 Providing career opportunities and disrupting organized crime irrespective of association with rhino poaching remains the highest priority.10 This pillar also addresses the possible force multiplier effect of appropriate technologies.

The efforts of law enforcement staff and the organized approach to anti-poaching draw critiques of green militarization.11 Militarization is an act by authorities of assembling and putting into readiness people, equipment, funding or approaches for war or other emergencies.12 Authorities have a responsibility to ensure mission preparedness in terms of people, equipment, techniques and resources to sustain (e.g. budget). Green militarization refers to cases where such acts focus on environmental emergencies or threats such as wildlife trafficking that result in the plundering and degradation of environmental assets.13

Scholars focusing on risks associated with green militarization address a range of other issues as well, including governance and security, social media and philanthropy, as well as confluence of politics and capital. These issues focus on some of the aspects of the integrated approaches adopted by authorities. Critique of green militarization, however, have three specific associated aspects emerging from scholars: 1) ranger functions shifted from less conservation management to more law enforcement; 2) law enforcement responses are increasingly militarized; and 3) militarization intensifies existing alienation of people living next to protected areas. We use a case study of critiques of the protection of rhinoceroses in Kruger National Park (Kruger), South Africa, to review these propositions.

The Law Enforcement Role of a Wildlife Ranger

The primary responsibility of wildlife rangers working in protected areas is to ensure the territorial integrity and safety for an area of responsibility. Tasks are multi-faceted and include ensuring the day to day health and well-being of the wildlife, research and monitoring, game capture and introductions, population management, controlled fire burning programs, infrastructure and equipment maintenance, public relations, environmental education, as well as local community relations, liaison and involvement. Added to these are the normal day to day management tasks, human resource planning and administration.14

A key task that forms a focused part of ensuring territorial integrity of an area is law enforcement. All protected areas were proclaimed under legislation (e.g. South African National Environmental Management: Protected Areas Act - Act No. 57 of 2003).15 Wildlife rangers are essentially tasked with ensuring compliance with the various rules and regulations of these various levels of legislation (e.g. South African National Environmental Management: Biodiversity Act - Act No. 10 of 2004).16 Law enforcement has and will always be the key part of a wildlife ranger’s job. The rhinoceros poaching is emphasising a certain
kind of law enforcement at present, but does not reflect a change in the role and conservation ethics of a wildlife ranger.

In addition, the social context of wildlife protection changed substantially in the past decade or two. Society expects fair and equitable benefits from protected areas. At the same time the globalization of economic processes impose poaching drivers very differently from what they were before – poaching supply chains were always transnational, but the involvement of organized crime was not as rigorous. In this context, poachers seeking to hunt rhino change tactics. For instance, at present, much poaching takes place at night while this was not the case when the poaching surge started.

This means a far more holistic requirement for empowering wildlife rangers to fulfil their law enforcement tasks. Authorities now have to implement ranger-wellness programmes and facilitate counselling of wildlife rangers that have had contact with poachers while completing their law enforcement roles, including: supporting the rangers’ families, repeated training in rules of engagement procedures, and awareness programmes of organized crime’s entrapment schemes. Rangers have better weapons and access to technology to ensure a day and night advantage given the changing tactics of poachers.

What the responses in Kruger and elsewhere reflect, however, are responsible management empowering rangers with training and equipment to fulfil law enforcement as one of the multiple tasks that they are responsible for in a rapidly changing world. These responses necessitated that rangers’ daily tasks became more dominated by law enforcement activities than previously.

The Increased Militarization of Wildlife Law Enforcement

Green militarization could result from a redirection of a country’s formal security forces to protect specifically wildlife. Such redistribution acts are common in several responses across Africa. The Botswana Defence Force, for example, has taken over all anti-poaching initiatives to protect African elephants and two species of rhinoceroses. In South Africa’s case, the redistribution of priorities of formal security forces involved minimal re-assignment to protecting rhinoceroses. Militarization reflected by re-assigning formal security forces did thus not materialize in the case of Kruger and are often flagged as a symptom of the lack of Government commitment towards protecting natural heritage, perhaps unfairly given the strategic priorities of South Africa.

Green militarization, however, also reflects an adaptation of approaches. This is when management authorities responsible for protected areas apply the military principles, but formal security forces are typically marginally involved. A critical analysis of anti-poaching tactics associated with rhino protection in Kruger will highlight that most of the strategies of militarized responses are embedded at some level within tactics to strategies and management thoughts on approaches. For instance, since 2013, authorities in Kruger increased ranger numbers from 250 to 400. Kruger management also implemented high level technologies and make use of medium level technologies such as canine systems as well as various sensor systems. The Mission Area Joint Operations Centre collates information and provides intelligence to direct patrolling efforts, investigations and arrests. These responses reflect on an increased level of readiness for emergencies through formal and informal activities. Wildlife law enforcement to protect rhinos in Kruger thus manifested through bold decision making in increased militarization since 2008 and decidedly so since 2013. This is in line with the broad concept of green militarization defined previously for Kruger.
This trend, however, is not unique to wildlife management agencies. Several large scale businesses make formal and informal use of strategies of war as part of their outlook and financial growth potential. Businesses engage in crime prevention initiatives based on such tactics in an attempt to curb asset thefts. In addition, the private security industry is one of the fasted growing industries in South Africa.

The Intensified Alienation of Neighbours from Wildlife Protected Areas

A key critique of the implementation of anti-poaching tactics is the further alienation of neighbours resulting from militarized approaches. Published studies that made use of social surveys conclude that militarization approaches in Kruger are one of the key drivers of increased antagonistic perceptions that local people living next to parks have of protected areas and their managers. Several other studies and reviews that included Kruger as a case study also concluded more negative impacts on people’s perception of Kruger and the management of the Park.

By the end of 2017, SANParks Environmental Crime Investigations unit were aware of approximately 7500 people that were directly involved in poaching of rhinos and elephants in Kruger. Household sizes of people living in municipalities abutting Kruger ranges from three to four. If we assume that rural people have a typical circle of friends of fifteen and five of those are really close friends, often family members, we can estimate that approximately 135,000 to 142,500 people are directly or indirectly involved in poaching. A total of 3,155,265 people lived in the municipalities that abut Kruger in South Africa by 2016. This translates to between 4.3% and 4.5% of the people living next to Kruger in South Africa being directly impacted and thus also potentially alienated by green militarization activities associated with protecting rhinos and elephants.

SANParks conducted 30 public and 24 thematic focal group meetings during which 5762 people took part with a further 501 written inputs as part of the revision of the Kruger National Park Management plan. Of the 30 public meetings, 22 took place within the municipalities that border Kruger. It is noteworthy that no negative feedback on law enforcement and/or ranger related matters were received from stakeholders. Instead, safety for people was the sixth most flagged issue, poaching was the eighth and people flagged a need of more rangers within the top 25 concerns raised.

In addition, benefit flows from Kruger are diverse including: employment and business opportunities, capacity building, infrastructure support, direct benefits from ecosystem goods and services, and managing relationships by restoring rights. For instance, during 2013/2014, 2243 people were directly employed by SANParks in Kruger of which approximately 550 were directly involved in law enforcement. A further 949 were employed through the Expanded Public Works Programme, while Kruger concessions including tourism lodges, shops, restaurants and vehicle rentals (each of which contribute significantly towards job creation in the park) collectively employed 1277 people. In addition, Kruger stimulated the establishment of several abutting conservation areas that employ 7880 people, a fraction of which are also directly involved in law enforcement. Using the same logic as for people impacted by poaching, approximately 7.0% to 7.4% of the people living next to the park directly or indirectly benefit from Kruger. In addition, of the R346,858,898.41 total spent by Kruger management on goods and services for the 2014/2015 financial year, 90.19% was from Black Economic Empowerment rated companies.
These examples extracted from a diverse set of benefits that people derived through Kruger and its activities including law enforcement, provide a contrasting perspective on the importance of green militarization as a factor increasing alienation of people towards protected areas like Kruger. It is likely that general perceptions may be less negative than before unlike the perceptions described by various scholars.

Our reflections highlight the need for a study on general perceptions of people living next to Kruger. This could be complemented by also focusing on the impacts of poaching rather than just the effects of anti-poaching. The various studies that critique green militarization approaches, however, acknowledge and give weight to the legacy of past conservation practices. The forceful removal of people from land, South Africa’s apartheid history and the existence of Kruger as largely a white elitist facility alienated local people communities from Kruger as a protected area long before managers equipped wildlife rangers with militarized skills. The management of Kruger has changed emphasis and are now more people focused than before. This also predicts changes in perceptions of people that may contrast those highlighted by scholars depicting increased alienation associated with militarization. Even so, the challenge of fixing the social injustices of the past remains a focus. Green militarization may serve, however, as an additional factor to be recognized together with past social injustices, rather than militarization being the key or only cause of alienation. Scholars that critique green militarization may add additional value if they could also provide potential solutions for the underlying pathology of past social injustices, or alternatives to militarization of anti-poaching tactics when authorities seek to protect wildlife assets.

The Perceptions and Factual Uncertainties of Militarized Alienation

A key challenge is dealing with perceptions, versus factual certainties. Evidence-based conservation management is a key requirement for authorities responsible for complex socio-economic-ecological systems typical of managing protected areas. Science-based techniques provide robust data. Evidence of intensified alienation through militarization should thus adhere to scientific principles of learning.

The quantitative science process typically starts with an observation or idea from which scholars construct hypotheses including alternative and null-hypotheses. Researchers use experimental, comparative or experiential approaches to collect data that allows them to test these hypotheses. The science process focuses on seeking to falsify a hypothesis, typically through quantitative statistical approaches, but non-statistical patterns are as powerful. Learning takes place through the falsifying process – a hypothesis remains true as long as it cannot be falsified. In the face of uncertainty and urgency, ecosystem managers often resort to adaptive management, a process of learning by doing. Even so, the scientific basis of learning and obtaining information remains the same – adaptive managers have some idea how an ecosystem might work, conduct management as if they were correct, collect data, and evaluate predictions made from how they thought the system work using the science-based hypothesis testing approach.

The social sciences make extensively use of learning processes embedded in qualitative approaches and narratives that capture the subtle nuances that quantitative science and hypothesis testing approaches neglect. Various learning approaches thus carry different benefits and risks. The qualitative science approaches may capture nuances better than the
quantitative science processes, but learning may be less robust because the process does not explicitly aim to eliminate alternative explanations.

The present literature reflecting on increased alienation of local people towards conservation authorities through the militarization of law enforcement by wildlife rangers primarily make use of qualitative approaches. Authors of the published and peer-reviewed outputs associated with militarization effects in Kruger set a clear basis of their perception from other literature that people are increasingly more alienated by ranger militarization in Kruger. The authors, however, do not provide a clear set of hypotheses including null hypothesis. Some published studies made use of extensive individual and focus group interviews. In some instances, studies also used ethnographic research methods. Even so, authors did not use quantitative analytical approaches to falsify hypotheses. Authors often used selected quotes to support their perception. This limits the exploration of alternative explanations for increased alienation of people living next to protected areas.

The combination of aspects of the approaches used by authors that critique wildlife protection efforts at present may impose limitations on conclusions. Applying complimentary quantitative and qualitative narrative and hypothesis-based approaches may add significant value and provide better insight into the role that green militarization may play in the alienation of people living next to protected areas, and specifically Kruger.

The Societal Footprint of Providing Security to Wildlife

An alternative outcome of responsible managers empowering wildlife rangers to fulfil their law enforcement roles to militarized alienation is an expanded security footprint for people living next to protected areas. The integrated approaches implemented by SANParks require disruption of organized crime. Investigations led by the SANParks Environmental Crime Investigations unit provided evidence that assisted the South African Police to arrest over a thousand wildlife criminals inside as well as areas abutting Kruger from 2012 to 2017. These likely have consequences for reduction in other criminal activities as were recorded elsewhere.

In addition, providing secure areas within which people live next to parks is a key requirement if authorities seek to continue disrupting organized crime and provide for career and economic opportunities. Provision of such opportunities is a key aspect that substantially changes the willingness of people to poach. Green militarization provides an opportunity for options to expand the security skills into a footprint within the buffer zones of protected areas to contribute to regional safety and security for all people. The reality is that no project seeking to address social injustices of the past will succeed without real proof that authorities can maintain law and order.

The concept of focusing on people has been the basis of river catchment management strategies changing from water for animals in parks to sustainable use of water resources that benefit people across the region in and around Kruger. The conservation outcome that resulted from a people-focused approach was substantially reduced mortalities of animals within Kruger during the drought of 2015/2016 when no perennial river stopped flowing. Authorities could thus benefit from establishing and implementing security programs that place less focus on rhinos and more focus of people in and around protected areas.
Conclusion

Our appraisal highlights that a primary role of wildlife rangers remains as law enforcement, but that the changing context of transnational wildlife crime resulted in ranger tasks being more law enforcement focused than before. In addition, responsible conservation management increasingly militarized the law enforcement role of wildlife rangers following significant societal change as well as a global trend set by big businesses participating in large-scale economies. Militarized law enforcement is an intervention of necessity to buy time whilst other more lasting solutions are pursued given this global context. Furthermore, authorities have the added responsibility to protect the staff made responsible for this dangerous and thankless task.

We find it hard though to conclusively support the preposition that militarization leads to increased alienation of people living next to protected areas towards wildlife as well as managers of wildlife. This is particularly so given the lack of recent knowledge on the trends in the perception of various stakeholders living in areas abutting Kruger. By combining different science approaches, authorities could rigorously evaluate the role of green militarization that could allow the development and implementation of responses embedded in interventions to fix social wrongs of the past.

For wildlife and people, addressing the social wrongs of the past hinges on implementing the game changing interventions – provide career opportunities for people, while disrupting organized crime. Disrupting organized crime starts with a broken-window or zero tolerance strategy. That way the militarization footprint of law enforcement associated with wildlife expands to a regional safety and security for people.
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